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Abstract

Designing in large-scale engineering systems is a difficult cognitive task undertaken
by experts. Knowledge of experts continually changes as they are confronted with
similar but different problems in designing in such systems. However, it is also
important that designers are presented information that is representative of the system,
and that they are cognizant of activities on a system scale so they can create diverse
choices for designs in early phase of design process.

Data Science has been proven to be effective at informing people for decisions
at immediate horizons. But the use of data science to drive long-term designs where
experts have to make the right series of decisions i.e. designs is yet unknown. The use
of data science is to inform decision makers of activities at system scale.

In this thesis, I have looked at how data science can be used to create knowledge in
designers for designing in large scale systems. I have also investigated further questions
regarding imitation of expertise using AI, and in generating similar knowledge by
creating diverse options in design.

The results point out that data science can indeed inform designers, change their
designs and hence create knowledge. They also point out that design cognition in
experts can be partly imitated in data science itself, through careful modeling of the
ill-defined problem in design. This therefore points to a promising future direction
where data can be used as an interface between human thinking and machine learning,
by translation of conceptual forms such as differential diagnoses and cognitive artefacts
using data.

Keywords: Data Science, Design Cognition, Transport, Healthcare, Artificial
Intelligence, Imitation, Design Space Exploration
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Sammanfattning

Att utveckla i stora tekniska system är en komplex och svår kognitiv uppgift som
utförs av experter. Kunskapen om experter förändras ständigt när de konfronteras
med liknande men olika problem i utformningen i sådana system. Det är emellertid
också viktigt att formgivare får information som är representativ för systemet och att
de är medvetna om aktiviteter i systemskala så att de kan skapa olika val för mönster i
en tidig fas av designprocessen.

Datavetenskap har visat sig vara effektiv när det gäller att informera människor
om beslut i omedelbara horisonter. Men användningen av datavetenskap för att driva
långsiktiga mönster där experter måste fatta rätt serie beslut, dvs mönster är ännu
okänd. Användning av datavetenskap för att informera beslutsfattare om aktivister i
systemskala.

I den här avhandlingen har jag tittat på hur datavetenskap kan användas för att
skapa kunskap hos designers för design i storskaliga system. Jag har också undersökt
ytterligare frågor om imitation av expertis med hjälp av AI för att skapa liknande
kunskaper genom att skapa olika alternativ i design.

Resultaten påpekar att datavetenskap verkligen kan informera designers, ändra
deras design och därmed skapa kunskap. De påpekar också att designkognition hos
experter delvis kan imiteras i själva datavetenskapen genom noggrann modellering
av det dåligt definierade problemet i design. Detta pekar därför på lovande framtida
riktning där data kan användas som ett gränssnitt mellan mänskligt tänkande och
maskininlärning, genom översättning av konceptuella former såsom differentiella
diagnoser och kognitiva artefakter med hjälp av data.

Nyckelord: Datavetenskap, Designkognition, Transport, Sjukvård, Artificiell In-
telligens, Imitation, Utforskning av Designutrymme
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Systems such as cities, transport or healthcare are continuously in flux and construction,
catching up to shifts in technology and demand. Transforming systems in flux requires
explicit knowledge of which parts of the systems are affected, how to make those changes
and the effects - intended and unintended – of those changes. Designers responsible for
such transformations need to acquire this knowledge to design effectively. Expertise
of designers is crucial to meet challenges in acquiring required knowledge. However,
even very proficient designers have natural and fallible limits in their knowledge due to
bounded rationality and in their cognitive abilities to know everything there is to know
(Crilly and Cardoso, 2017; Cross, 2004; Purcell and Gero, 1996; Simon, 1972). Apart from
these limits on individual designers themselves, transformations in such systems involves
multiple actors, goals and objectives and hence different solutions to the design problem
in question (Bakker et al., 2014). Designing transformations in a system therefore poses a
broad two-fold challenge:

• Creating relevant, timely knowledge and awareness of the system itself, for a designer
within the design process.

• Ensuring diversity in options that emerge from merging disparate goals, objectives
and constraints of multiple stakeholders, in order to construct and choose a solution,
though that might not be the solution for all stakeholders. Essentially, explicitly
expressing varied expertise of a team of designers, to make the process itself richer.

Knowledge produces systems. Many methods to create knowledge for designing and
engineering systems rely on the designers knowing what they do not know. The processes
that activate tools to inject information and knowledge are themselves opaque (Flyvbjerg,
2007). While these tools, that are problem specific, and methods that are domain specific
are indispensable in creating certain types of knowledge in designers, their use in a real
design process is often limited and used to justify a decision already taken (Gudmundsson
et al., 2009; Wachs, 1989). These tools and methods are also too entrenched to spark
creation of new knowledge, i.e. knowledge of the unknown in designers involved, making
approaches to the above-mentioned challenges urgent.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Data Science (DS), a new type of science that relies on the existence of information re-
garding structure, events and processes within the system is a good candidate to contribute
to the alleviation of these challenges. The promise of big data to bring forth a real shift in
the sciences to transform systems is well established. Abundance of data in and of systems,
along with the emergence of very advanced methods from the related fields of AI and
Statistics are able to surpass human skill in many domains. This has created a perception
that it should be possible to automate, optimize and make autonomous many tasks related
to the design of systems (Bettencourt, 2014; Thakuriah et al., 2015), though there is limited
evidence of cases where this is actually accomplished (Kitchin, 2014; Leszczynski, 2016).

In this thesis I have examined how Data Science can facilitate design and decision
making at a systemic level. I have also examined how initial stages of the design process
can be supported by information from Data Science. This provided evidence of expansion
of the search space in design due to Data Science. The thesis also examined if exploration
undertaken by experts’ design cognition using that information from Data Science can be
imitated artificially, thus ensuring many more viable options are considered during early
stages of a design process.

The thesis progresses through case studies in the design of transport systems and in
decision-making in healthcare. Each case study presented a different type of problem
in design. Each study also had data of different types and volumes, requiring different
approaches in Data Science. The broader questions regarding the relation between Data
Science, design and decision making at systemic level have been addressed by relating
experts’/designers’ needs to the data available using quantitative methods. The gaps in
information or in ground truth to validate the information have been addressed qualita-
tively.

The larger questions are addressed by a logical sequence of smaller sub-questions:
What kind of problems in design process can Data Science answer? Do designers explore
more on receiving unique information from Data science? Did this exploration create
knowledge in design process? Can this be imitated artificially? Were the artificial designs
similar to designs created by real designers?

The thesis thus contributes to creating knowledge for designing systems by empirically
proving the value of Data Science to real designers. The thesis also contributes to creating
an artificial designer that will support real designers during exploration by mimicking
their behavior.

This work is structured as follows: this chapter, the first provides an introduction,
stating problems addressed and the contributions. Chapter 2 gives an overview of problems
in designing in systems that could be addressed to a degree by Data Science. Chapter
3 outlines and motivates specific research questions addressed in this thesis. Chapter 4
describes the methodology, structured through case studies, methods, experiments and
analysis. Chapter 5 details the contributions followed by a conclusion and future directions
of research in Chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Overview

2.1 What is Data Science

Data Science, a term that everybody knows and nobody completely understands is typi-
cally understood to mean, systematically examining data as related to a particular goal or
a question, in order to extract meaningful information from it. Data Science generally
aims to follow the continuum of capturing data, creating information from it and creating
knowledge from that information.

Figure 2.1: From data to knowledge

2.1.1 A Bag of Terms

‘Big Data’ however, is more discussed scientifically as data that has large volume-variety-
velocity-veracity-value (Ward and Barker, 2013). The impact of big data in respective
disciplines is better examined, in how its existence changes the nature of that science
(Frické, 2015; Leonelli, 2014). Popular discussion around Data Science has been about the
amalgamation skills necessary to conduct Data Science, while not exactly defining what
it is (Dhar, 2012). Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD) could be considered
a precursor and now a sub-field of Data Science. KDD is a more clearly defined field,
where the objective is to find relations and patterns within data. These patterns are then
evaluated to check if they are valid, relevant and useful in the business context (Fayyad
et al., 1996), as shown in 2.2.

3



4 CHAPTER 2. OVERVIEW

Figure 2.2: Steps in KDD from Fayyad et al. (1996)

The academic institutions have setup courses and entire programs to teach Data Science
(Donoho, 2017; Kauermann and Seidl, 2018). The compositions of these programs typically
involve introduction to key concepts from Computer Science regarding data storage, high
dimensionality, machine learning, and concepts from statistics. Of course, Data Science is
a discipline within Computer Science, but is it only about application of methods from
Computer Science and related sub fields?

At its core, Data Science is composed of related concepts and methods and techniques
from Computer Science, Machine Learning, Statistics and Artificial Intelligence. While its
roots are in these fields, the applications and research in field of Data Science is conducted
in other disciplines, in fact, in every discipline in which data exists.

2.1.2 Practice of Data Science

The methodology of conducting Data Science is: Formulate a question or application,
usually ill-defined, being cognizant of existing data, create metrics, that will indicate how
the question is being answered, clean dataset, select the right algorithm - if none exists,
formulate one - validate the outcome of the algorithm with relevant metrics, and then
finally validate if the original question is being satisfied (Cao, 2017).

Often, many Data Science questions and application start with the data itself, starting
with understanding the distribution, looking for trends and behaviors, then starting to
formulate what interesting question the dataset at hand can answer. Formulate metrics
and then select the algorithm that can achieve it. The algorithm is tweaked or another
chosen, according to key evaluation measures (Domingos, 2012; Mitchell, 1997). For many
applications it is enough to look at trends in data, such trends are also called analytics
or informatics. These are generated by the data itself, and not by a model created for a
specific hypothesis. Predictions from data, however, are generated from a model created
by machine learning practices, and have measures of how good that model is, how well it
predicts and how generalizable it is (Blei and Smyth, 2017).

In practice of Data Science in the real world, there is usually a driver/initiator who
is from the domain or from the organization/institutions whose interest is primarily in
the questions being posed (Provost and Fawcett, 2013). This person usually has in-depth
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knowledge of the problem and needs information and knowledge from Data Science.
Usually this person uses the output from Data Science to take a decision or as input for
designing, in the context in which data originated, thus changing the context. This is an
explicit feedback loop that exists so that value of the outcome (be it “insights”, predictions,
trends, behaviors) from Data Science (application) is sustained. Therefore, actions in
the context of data are digitally fed back into the problem frame, this causes the values
of performance metrics to change. In practice, such changes alerts to further actions to
be taken with the algorithmic loop. This effectively changes the trends and models are
recreated or refreshed to keep the outcomes as current as possible. This is how information
from Data Science is real-time and valid at the same time, thus ensuring that consumers
are getting the correct information.

The immediate value derived from Data Science, the measurable impact and explicit
feedback loop imbibed in the methodology, truly makes Data Science a distinct and
distinguishable discipline from other related ones. The rigor in the discipline is established
by strict adherence to methodologies of Computer Science. The specialty of Data Science
is it applicability is other domains. By combining knowledge of the domains with the data,
through metrics of usability within the domain - formulated with experts – and metrics of
credibility (evaluation measures) from Computer Science, Data Science can be relevant
and rigorous.

2.1.3 Dilemmas in Data Science

While Data Science is a rooted discipline that is used in various domains, fields and
businesses to inform, there are some fundamental problems; largely due to lack of theory
of Data Science itself. Some of them are:

• There might be large datasets, including billions of instances that could be very useful
to answer a question. But it is important to ask if that data is truly representative
of the system the problem is being framed in. It is also important to ask: what is
the extent of the use of that data? Can it scientifically be the only source to drive a
decision? Can a design completely be based on information from Data Science?

• The methodology itself is quite explicit, transparent and understandable because of
metrics and evaluation measures. However, models created within Data Science to
produce insights or predictions are not. It is possible to say if a prediction is correct
and how correct it is. But it is impossible to understand or reason for a human
being, why a model “thinks” that something is correct. This is especially important
considering Data Science is used to drive decisions such as recidivism (Kleinberg
et al., 2017).

• The feedback mechanism is mostly to maintain the quality of the results and the
algorithm. This does not ask the larger question if a change in decisions or designs,
made by an actor has resulted in a larger change in the system, and the framing of
the problem in Data Science itself should be changed.
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• Separation of context of use from the context of creation of the Data Science appli-
cation. This generally occurs when the Data Science application is treated as an out
of box commodity, that could be plugged in and used in several contexts, resulting is
incorrect insights. This leads to issues with knowledge generated from Data Science
as the gaps in these insights are unknowable.

2.1.4 Data Science as a Discipline Rooted in Science

The uniqueness of Data Science is that it is fundamentally an applied discipline, with its
main characteristics being:

• There are explicit measures of correctness for outcomes in Data Science.

• There is an explicit feedback mechanism, where the events/changes and more data
from the real world is periodically fed back into Data Science application, and the
model (if it exists) is refreshed.

• There is an explicit and known consumer of outcomes from Data Science.

• It is methodologically transparent.

Though not obvious, there is actor complexity (de Bruijn and Herder, 2009) involved
in Data Science, in terms of: whose data is being generated and being studied, or where is
the data coming from? Who is examining the data? and Who, in the end, is consuming
the insights from data, for what purposes?

Hence real-world application of Data Science while predominantly domain dependent
and contributing to the domain, are also within the larger theory surrounding Data Science
itself. Data Science essentially aims to produce knowledge. This artificial knowledge is
increasingly encroaching into knowledge created by humans. This is in the same lineage as
all tools created to produce knowledge for humans, extending our capacity in perceiving
and knowing. But it is necessary to understand the kind of problems and questions an
application in Data Science is trying to solve and the nature of the larger system in which
a particular problem lies.

Because of actor complexity, it becomes important to also examine: what is the
outcome from Data Science truly representing to a particular actor? This is necessary
as it is important for the actor to be able to interpret the outcome, so that it is truly
usable. The rigor in the methodology is certain to make the outcome valid and credible.
But shifting context of use might make the outcome usability uncertain, thus creating a
threat to external validity. Being a very applied discipline, external validity, as constructed
through interpretability and usability becomes especially important for Data Science.

We therefore place Data Science as producing knowledge in a distinct manner, in wider
context of systems where this knowledge will be used by actors, thus connecting the
concepts of interpretability , usability and credibility of Data Science to higher abstraction
of concepts of validity in the philosophy of science. Therefore making Data Science a
discipline applicable to producing knowledge in real world systems.
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2.2 Systems in Design

Actors within a system who are responsible, are interested in, who affect and are affected
by the outcomes from Data Science are usually aware of one part of the system in which
they exist. They are part of a network of actors who are similarly in charge of different
components of a system. Systems such as transport, healthcare and system-of-systems
such as cities are examples of such complex systems (Brailsford et al., 2004; Portugali et al.,
2012), in which designing a transformation requires moving a lot of interconnected parts
and many actors, who are also designers, affecting change within their own part of the
system. This also requires knowledge of the state of the system, possible future states and
parameters, processes and levers that exist or will need to exist to affect change or design
systems.

Engineering design deals with design of technical components within a larger system
(Johnson et al., 2005). Design of technical components such as batteries for an electric bus
or sensors for tracking patients in a ward are the purview of Engineering Design. Of course,
the battery or the tracker needs to work with other components to get an entity such as a
bus working, so such design cannot be completely independent. Combining engineering
expertise to form an independent working entity that is most optimal is mostly a technical
enterprise. While orchestrating (designing) the design of many such components, such
that they work together seamlessly is more a political enterprise (Baxter and Sommerville,
2011; Crutchfield et al., 2014). Systems engineering traditionally adheres to a top-down
approach. Here there is an expectation that optimal functioning to sub-systems will lead
to optimal performance of the whole system itself. Decisions and designs at a system
level are taken at a technical level, and uncertainty due to human actions or otherwise are
modeled as mathematical functions (Pennock and Wade, 2015). However, such systems
are socio-technical in nature, comprising of actor and technical complexity, where actors
have different have conflicting goals, values and knowledge.

Designing is such context is to design with awareness that even the smallest entity
are artefacts of social and technical processes that require knowledge of the nature of the
system, dynamics within the system and to know when such knowledge does not exist in
the physical/technical layer and will need to be created during designing.

2.2.1 Applying Data Science Within Systems

Data in systems evidently enables new capabilities in systems, as per Cyber Physical
Systems (CPS) theory (Törngren and Grogan, 2018). Data Science hence can also aid
decision making and designing by informing and explicitly rendering status of the system,
of processes and possibilities to key actors. However, from Socio Technical Systems
(STS) theory and CPS, we learn that systems are interconnected, and human and technical
elements can be encapsulated but not completely separated. Some processes and capabilities
of a system can be completely automated but need oversight in certain scenarios. All
these decisions can be driven by data. But it is important to understand for what kind of
problems in systems Data Science can be applied, and what kind of outcome should be
expected from Data Science.
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Figure 2.3: System of systems from Pennock and Wade (2015)

In figure 2.4, we depict a framework that is a synthesis of design problems as pertaining
to theories of systems and the type of data generated in these systems. Systems such as
human body or object in space can be classified as completely natural systems, while
systems such as digital payment systems using digital currency as completely artificial
systems. Most systems along this axis are under the purview of Complex Adaptive
Systems (CAS) theory, especially the natural systems. Most systems we deal with in
design are mixture of natural and artificial components, with mostly artificial systems
are within bounds of CPS theory. Along the axis of problems, we have well defined
clear problems at one end, and in the other we have wicked problems with conflicting
definitions, requirements and truths. The Data Science axis here represents the type of
approach that should be taken. Analytic approaches refer to methods that assume there is
a natural model generating data and hence can be replicated and understood. This falls in
the inference culture within Data Science and is especially applicable in Bioinformatics,
Genomics etc. The design approaches try to fit a model that best predicts the future,
which could further interpretation because of the type of problem. Figure 2.5 depicts
characterization of methods in Data Science within this framework.
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Figure 2.4: Prescriptive framework to apply Data Science in Systems

2.2.2 What Designers Know

Designing in systems is considered problem solving (Dubberly, 2019). But the frame
of problem solving is problematic as it implies the notion of computability, along with
the ability to reach a solution. The design process, however, starts with requirements,
through which problems are formed and then reformed (Smithers, 2002). In the design
process, in creation of artefacts or system of artefacts, designers create different types of
knowledge. Knowledge created during a design process is critical to further reformulating
and refining the ill-structured problem for many designs to emerge. Creating several
designs and avoiding premature fixation on a solution is important in the design process
(Purcell and Gero, 1996). Playing with representations of knowledge in design is important
to creating knowledge (Gero, 1990).

Depending on the type of problem, if it is tractable or wicked, designers representing
different stakeholders are able to approach it from their own expertise (Avnet, 2009).
Mental representations formed by designers when they approach a problem is important
(Björklund, 2013; Visser, 2006). The diversity of representations, with exhaustiveness
and then trying different options, to match a pattern of known solutions to an ill-defined
problem is mark of expertise (Kavakli and Gero, 2002, 2003). The production of different
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Figure 2.5: Characterization of spectrum of methods in Data Science; as adhering to
analytic stream of philosophy of science or design science depending on the problem in
question

representations leads to more concepts and hence richer solutions (Dong, 2008). It is
therefore important that designers are confronted with information that is generated
from a systemic context and are able to engage with this information. While expertise of
designers is inimitable in itself, the cognitive artefacts that are created with use of their
expertise is not necessarily so.

2.2.3 The Combined State-of-the-art

Data Science is typically practiced in isolation of the context of systems and of people
and especially to inform and drive decision that have short term goals. Information from
systems, that is representative of events is crucial for creating knowledge of systems for
designers. This knowledge is created as designers are confronted with new information that
leads to change in representations of the system, further leading to new formulations and
creation of knowledge. The combination of Data Science to inform designers and generate
new knowledge, with imitation of their actions can create, eliminate and prioritize design
choices early in the process and make design processes more effective and richer, allowing
diversity in choices.



Chapter 3

Research Questions

The main research question guiding this thesis is:

How can Data Science create knowledge for design in systems?

Knowledge creation for design in systems has been a purview of methods from Systems
Engineering, that are grown from already knowing what needs to be known. Designers
pose problems that are related to where they are situated in the design process. Problems
hence vary in nature and their specificity. Designing in systems in flux needs methods,
tools and approaches that can communicate this dynamic aspect of the system and are able
to inform on related things that are inconspicuous but important. This is the motivation
for investigating how Data Science can create knowledge for such needs. The research
questions hence follow a logical sequence in asking how and what type of knowledge can
be created with Data Science and if that knowledge can be created artificially.

3.1 Research Propositions

RP1 Data Science can support knowledge creation at system level

This thesis investigates creation of knowledge for design in systems. To study where
knowledge is created and how it is created, and what types of knowledge can be
created in systems, we need to understand if the data being emanated represents the
system structure and its dynamics. To understand this, we framed the following
sub-questions:

RQ1a How closely does the structure of data being emanated from the systems follow the
actual system structure?

RQ1b How can data produced by the system itself, inform designing of large-scale engi-
neering systems?

11
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RP2 Data Science can create useful knowledge in humans for ill-defined problems

Knowledge creation in systems for ill-defined problems is difficult, as that type of
knowledge is implicit and tacit in nature. To investigate if knowledge is created by
Data Science at all, we further focused on the 2 cases that fell into those categories.
To further investigate if knowledge was created at all, we evolved 2 other research
questions:

RQ2a How can information from Data Science introduced in the early stages of design
process observably extend design knowledge?

RQ2b What are the mechanisms by which information from Data Science incorporated
into knowledge of the designer?

RP3 Data Science can artificially create similar knowledge for ill-defined problems in design
by partly imitating design cognition

To investigate if this knowledge created by data for such problems can be created
artificially by imitating the mechanisms by which knowledge was created by humans,
and if such knowledge can evolve in a manner similar to that in humans, we formulate
2 further questions.

RQ3a How can information for an ill-defined problem in design be modeled in machine
learning such that agents behave similarly to humans?

RQ3b What are the artificial artefacts generated by an agent, that are comparable to
human designs and how can be compared?



Chapter 4

Methodology

In this chapter I describe the research methodology formulated to explore the research
aim of this thesis. Following the overview of intersection between Design Science, Sys-
tems Engineering and Data science, the driving question and motivation of this thesis
was described in the previous chapter. The driving question is: How can Data Science
create knowledge for design in systems? To explore this question systematically, I further
formulated 3 research propositions, from which 2 research questions each evolved. The
conditions required to explore the research questions needed observations of systems
in different stages of design. This naturally led to research questions being explored in
different case studies of systems.

I chose these case studies based in the following criteria:

• Data generated at system level.

• This data, or insights from it, could be used by experts during design process, or for
a particular decision.

Systems in different stages in design were suited for exploration of one or more research
questions, described in the previous chapter. In this chapter, I describe the research design
with which I examined creation of knowledge with Data Science1 for different types of
problems in design and possibility of creation of similar knowledge artificially.

4.1 Multiphase Research Design

I followed a multiphase research design approach as it is well suited for the main aim of
this thesis. Multiphase research design implies a study that is conducted in different phases,
with qualitative, quantitative or mixed methods – all building on each other’s results as

1When I say Data Science, I mean studies in Data Science which rigorously follow Data Science method-
ologies, with explicit feedback/evaluation loop that updates the models, have application beyond experimental
scope, and have an impact on design in the real world.

13
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Figure 4.1: Methodology of the thesis

depicted in Figure 4.1 (Creswell and Poth, 2017). Each phase had a research objective and
literature survey related to the objective. I have explored the research questions through
case studies in Data Science, where each case study had its own research goals, while fitting
into the larger research objectives of the phase and overall objective of the thesis. Most of
these case studies are from the domain of urban planning and design, with design problems
of varied scope and structure, hence giving a broad view of knowledge creation with Data
Science for design in systems. We have one case study in the healthcare domain, where
we have explored impact of knowledge from system of patients on diagnoses. Figure 4.2
depicts relation between research phases and case studies.

4.2 Research Phases

4.2.1 Phase 1: Data Science in Systems

In this phase, with 5 case studies, I investigated what kind of knowledge Data Science can
generate in systems. I approached research questions RQ1a and RQ1b for all case studies
(1-5), with a literature survey of the topic related to the case study, and by quantitative
methods required to process the data and create a Data Science application that is able to
create information out of the data.
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Phase 1

Phase 2 Phase 3
Case Study 1

Case Study 2

Case Study 3

Case Study 4

Case Study 5

Figure 4.2: Relation between research phases and case studies

Methods

Qualitative At the beginning of each case study, we conducted interviews with the
principal designers involved regarding goals and the structure of the system under
study. Literature survey also augmented information regarding system structure for
case in urban planning and design. Once this mapping was finalized, I analyzed the
dataset available and matched it to the structure of the system, identifying gaps in
structure and information that data could provide.

Quantitative Methods in Data Science, that include evaluation of its outcomes were used.
I mainly used trajectory mapping and clustering, text mining and data integration
techniques detailed in papers [1, 2, 7].

Experiments
The experiments in this phase were conducted to explore RQ1b. The results of applications
in Data Science were evaluated quantitatively, when the design problem in question was
well defined, when the use of that information for the design problem is clear. The criteria
for evaluation were chosen according to the method used. Results from other applications
were evaluated qualitatively - even if the technical criteria were deemed sufficient – to
understand the use of that information for the design problem depended on the context
and the person designing.
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Analysis
I analyzed the results from each of the experiments for the type of knowledge that Data
Science created and if that knowledge could be used for further experiments on impact of
that knowledge during actual use.

4.2.2 Phase 2: Knowledge in Humans

In this phase I explored if information from Data Science could create knowledge in
humans. Research questions from phase 1 were satisfied before entering phase 2. The case
studies in phase 2 were those that were ill-defined and ill-structured design problems, i.e.
case studies 2 and 3. These problems were posed by designers and had the potential to
enlarge the exploration of the design space. Research questions RQ2a and RQ2b were
explored by use of qualitative research design and analysis.

Experiments
In this phase, I chose two cases studies, where the use of information from Data Science
was more open because of the nature of design problem. I chose participants who were
expert designers and relevant to the case study. We used a single-subject study design and
observed the change in persons’ behavior (with respect to design) on being confronted
with information from Data science, as compared to their own baseline. We collected data
in experiments through observations, interviews and qualitative materials after baseline
and control were introduced sequentially. We also collected participants’ reasoning for
designing and modifications after each session.

Analysis
Interview notes, feedback and reasoning for choices were analyzed for themes. The design
artefacts themselves were analyzed for salient characteristic and choices. The same was
done for resulting material from second sessions in both experiments. We then noted
the differences and their explicit feedback on how information from data affected their
choices.

4.2.3 Phase 3: Artificial Creation of Knowledge

In this phase, I explored how designs from humans could be imitated artificially, so
that artificial options in the same visual and cognitive realm of human options, but are
inconceivable to humans can also be part of design options. We used the only case study
that was conducive to this experiment, i.e. case study 2. We formulated this experiment
similar in principle to the experiments with humans in the previous phase. I conducted a
literature survey and initially formulated the design problem in Reinforcement Learning
(RL) and related human designs with cognitive artefacts in RL. As in the experiments
in the previous phase, I gave the RL algorithm two inputs and observed similarity with
human designs.
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Methods
I mainly used RL and formulated the design problem as a gridworld in RL, as analogous
to a map that the humans used to create designs. We then made a qualitative comparison
of human and artificial designs.

Experiments
I conducted two experiments mirroring second session of the human design experiment
for one case study (ERS). In the first experiment, the same information given to humans
during first session of the experiment to establish a baseline was given to RL agent in form
of rewards. The main outcome of interest was interaction of the agent with rewards as
analogous to how a human perceives information. In the second experiment, I overlaid
information from Data Science and then played with a factor indicating how important
that information could be for the agent. I compared outcomes from both experiments
with respective designs from different sessions with human designers.

Analysis
I analyzed the cognitive artefacts from agents that were deemed valid from the method
point of view. We initially made a list of characteristics from human designs. For the set
of artificial designs, we, we did a binary evaluation if the cognitive artefact contains any of
the characteristics of humans designs at all. From this subset, we looked at how many of
the characteristics were present in the agent design and if the entire set of agent designs
contained entire set of characteristics from human designs. We noted that they might not
have appeared in the same combination as the human designs. We therefore deemed that
precision and recall of characteristics to be right metrics to indicate the fidelity of agent
designs with human designs.

We conducted a similar analysis with second experiment. Each value of importance
factor produced a set of designs. We also analyzed agent designs that did not match any of
the human designs and characterized those as well.

4.3 Case Studies

4.3.1 Case Study 1: Gamification of Transport Maintenance

In this case study, we explored how existing data from various activities in large het-
erogenous organization of Trafikverket (Swedish Transport Administration), could be
measurable evidence of change in behavior through gamification of sustainability ob-
jectives. This was a qualitative study we undertook through series of workshops with
relevant stakeholders. We examined the structure of the organization, actors and activities
conducted at various levels and how this combination was conducive for gamification
of sustainability goals and how that could be measure through data produced in the
organization, as presented in paper 1. We also investigated various tools used within
the organization for availability of data and how it could be used for the purpose of
gamification.
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4.3.2 Case Study 2: Electrical Road Systems (ERS)

In this case study, one of the principal designers from a major stakeholder in ERS, Scania,
posed the problem of identification of locations suitable for electrical road installations
through data available of truck movements. The dataset available was approximately a
billion instances of spatial data of movements of Scania trucks over the world. We followed
a mixed methods research design to explore this research question as detailed in paper 2.
Therefore, the information generated from Data Science for the initial research question
needed to be validated empirically as the ground truth did/does not yet exist. We wanted
to understand how such quantitative information from Data Science can create knowledge
for/in relevant actors, which is detailed in a qualitative study presented in paper 4. We
investigated if this knowledge could also be created artificially through mixed methods
design as reported in papers 6 and 7.

4.3.3 Case Study 3: Aiding Remote Diagnosis with Text Mining

An over stressed healthcare system is giving rise to innovation in healthcare sector and
in delivery of care and diagnoses. One such is remote diagnoses. We worked with a
company connecting doctors and patients through a mobile app, for diagnoses as patient
self- reports symptoms. We used the dataset of approximately 12,000 instances of self-
reported symptoms in a mixed methods research design reported in paper 5 to create
knowledge for doctors to diagnose patients remotely.

4.3.4 Case Study 4: Identification of Delays in Bus Lines in Stockholm

In this case study, we investigated the delays occurring in bus lines in Stockholm by quan-
titatively connecting datasets of bus infrastructure and real-time information of arrivals at
bus stops, containing approximately 12 million instances. Through a quantitative design,
we also investigated if there was a spatial co-relation to the delays as reported in paper 3.

4.3.5 Case Study 5: Identification of Historic Delays in Bus Lines in Rome

With a dataset of approximately 100 million instances of bus arrivals and departures in
Rome, we conducted an analysis of historic delays, i.e. in location , for time of day , season
etc. in order to inform the public and the mobility control center, so they could make
informed choices.

4.4 Limitations

The thesis investigates the nature of creation of knowledge by Data Science for design in
systems. To that end, we looked at multiple case studies, which are instances of different
kinds of systems, and different kinds of problems at various levels of the respective system.
The observations in this thesis are limited to those drawn in these case studies. However, we
believe those observation apply to similar situations. Where there were ill defined problems
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and implicit knowledge involved, we used experts for evaluation and measurement. The
number of domain experts used in ERS case study were limited to 35, although that
covered major stakeholders in Europe.

The imitation task was based on an abstract formulation of the problem for the agent
and the cognitive artefact of the agent was of low resolution. While this was enough to
observe the behavior of the agent, for future it would be good to have designs that are on
par with the data itself and of high resolution. The comparison of designs was based on
qualitative coding methods as applied to a visual artefact, but consulting designers who
created original design to do the comparison would have added more to this research.





Chapter 5

Contributions

The contributions of the case studies in Data Science as pertaining to each research question
are summarized in this chapter. The broad guiding research question on how knowledge
can be created with Data Science for designing in systems is answered through research
propositions RP1 - RP3 and their sub-questions. Table 5.1 depicts the mapping between
the research questions, the papers and the case studies.

Table 5.1: Mapping between Research Questions, Experiments and Papers

Research
Propositions

Broad
Question RP1 RP2 RP3

Papers 1-7 1,2,3 4,5 6,7

Experiments All All 1,2 3,4

Case Studies All 1,2,4,5 2,3 2

RP1: Data Science can support knowledge creation at system level
To understand if the Data Science can create knowledge at system, we framed sub-

questions data representing system structure.

RQ1a How closely does the structure of data being emanated from the systems follow the actual
system structure?

RQ1b How can data produced by the system itself, inform designing of large-scale engineering
systems?

Other research questions rely on this question being answered reliably. This research
question was explored in all case studies. Through synthesis of analysis from all case
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studies - these questions were answered first - the contribution is in understanding how
data typically represents a system.

In case study 1, a feasibility study for gamifying transport maintenance, we conducted
qualitative inquiries on the availability of data and its fidelity with the real system, so that
it could be used to analyze how efficiently maintenance is being conducted. The outcome
suggested that there was a lot of data, sometimes available and sometimes existing, yet
trapped in software and unavailable for use. Another outcome was that some parts of
the system are overrepresented than others. Therefore, requiring modeling together with
stakeholders to make it relevant to the question at hand.

The data from case study 2, spatio-temporal data from vehicles belonging to Scania
from all over Europe over a 2-year period amounted to a billion instances. This certainly
gave a comprehensive picture conducive to deep analysis of vehicular movements, patterns
that could be used to inform decisions regarding future demand of Electrical Road Systems
and locations best suited to serve such demands. While the dataset covered the entire
continent, it was necessary to focus on a part of the dataset related to one city and analyze.
A system (continent) level analysis on the larger dataset would have given irrelevant results
to inform designing at city-level.

In case studies 4 and 5, data on the structure of the system was explicitly generated
from transport authorities. Even in this scenario, it was difficult to match the system data
with its structure, due to inconsistencies.

In a system that is a combination of technical and social components, there are usually
layers of hierarchies. Decisions and designing occurs at the higher levels, that do not have
complete view of the system, especially the operational level. There is no 1:1 relation
between data generated and system components. Most data are generated by technical
components and at operational level. Data is also spread over stakeholders in the system.
Information on system structure and dynamics within the system emerge through data
over time. For transport systems, data of vehicular movement in a city, is often a large
enough data set to answer long term and short-term problems. Data on system structure
is usually maintained by a government authority that may not be completely accessible
to outsiders. When this is not available, the vehicular movements can be used to gather
system structure. Though that needed to be validated by relevant actors.

Data generated by people during their activity/function in the system is captured
through their interaction with the technical components. This makes it possible to relate
who was operating a component at which time. This can therefore be used for metrics on
comparison of similar activities/functions and to clearly relate responsibilities.

RQ1a can only be answered at the problem/question level. It is possible that there is
fidelity between data and actual system structure. But that really depends on how the
system is currently being viewed for the problem at hand. It therefore requires a human; a
modeler to essentially act as a mediator to ensure the same. When a problem is well-defined
and specific, and it is deemed that data covers the system, data can completely answer
the questions posed. Through data, we could find and prove that a location was causing
delays in public transport and were able to gather trends in delays, thus quantifying
uncertainty. However, for complex problems, that are socio-technical in nature, with
different views being reflected in the data itself, outcomes from only data are not enough.
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The gap between what data says and what it means needs to be bridged by an expert in
that context.

RP2: Data Science can create useful knowledge in humans for ill-defined problems

RQ2a How can information from Data Science introduced in the early stages of design process
observably extend design knowledge?

RQ2b What are the mechanisms by which information from Data Science incorporated into
knowledge of the designer?

The experiments conducted in case study 2 with experts, in role of designers, gave us
insights on acceptability of information from Data Science and how it was used. Designers
designed an ERS for Stockholm city based on information of traffic and geographical
conditions. They outlined ERS locations on a map. On receiving information of “good”
locations for electrical road installations on a similar map that was created through Data
Science (case study 2), they changed their initial designs to incorporate that information.
Data from the experiments indicated that other parameters such as air quality were also
considered, thus indicating Data Science was not only accepted, but also triggered an
iteration in design. The information from Data Science was not taken as a gold standard
that could replace the designs made by the experts, but as a direction to take more into
consideration. Thus, empirically proving the value of Data Science to designers in creating
knowledge for ill-defined problems.

The experiment conducted in case study 3 with doctors gave us insight on how they
perceive information from Data Science with respect to diagnoses. For remote diagnoses,
patient reported symptoms were presented with other possibly related symptoms. These
possibilities were gathered from clusters of similar symptoms. In cases that were perceived
as difficult, information from Data Science definitely aided diagnoses. This was measured
in a change in differential diagnoses made by the doctors. In other cases, doctors could
not relate how the information and reported symptoms were connected. This suggested
that while the information was usable it was sometimes not credible enough.

Knowledge creation was measured by a change in representations of the problems
made by designers and doctors. The representations were in form of designs themselves
or in form of differential diagnoses. These tangible artefacts made it possible to observe
and measure change in representation and hence in creation of knowledge. It was also
measured, or existence ascertained, by analyzing questionnaires and feedback given by
participants from the experiments themselves.

Knowledge creation was signaled by change in language, as observed by the exper-
imenter and by subjects/themselves. The analysis of recorded discourse showed that
emergence of new key concepts and consideration of these concepts for designing.

While there are many scientific contributions that examine big data emanated from a
system, there have been very few contributions that examine the use of data to further
design of the system itself. There are also very few contributions to the theory of how
humans incorporate the information to create knowledge, especially, information gener-
ated from Data Science. Thus, this phase of research in this thesis, contributes to theory
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of knowledge creation with Data Science, particularly in how humans respond to this
information.

RP3: Data Science can artificially create similar knowledge for ill-defined prob-
lems in design by partly imitating design cognition

RQ3a How can information for an ill-defined problem in design be modeled in machine
learning such that agents behave similarly to humans?

RQ3b What are the artificial artefacts generated by an agent, that are comparable to human
designs and how can be compared?

Designers created designs of ERS for Stockholm on maps (case study 2). The infor-
mation from Data Science was also provided on maps. We created an environment in
Reinforcement Learning that represented these maps in form of a gridworld. Same infor-
mation that was initially presented to the designers was embedded in the gridworld as
rewards, thus maintaining fidelity of information between that presented to the designers
and to the agent. The task of the agent was to find a random goal in the gridworld, by using
rewards as feedback from the environment (gridworld) that will eventually lead to the
goal. The artefacts that represented the consumption of information/rewards by the agent
– considered to be cognitive artefact of the agent - was compared with the artefacts/designs
created by real designers when presented with the same information, though the task
formulation was similar at an abstract level. We found that cognitive artefacts produced in
instances/episodes where agent samples more states rather than directly going to the goal,
were similar to human-made designs.

This proves that information perceived by humans for an ill-defined problem can be
modeled in an RL environment by maintaining fidelity to the information itself. The
boundaries of the problem need not be the same. The information/perception needs to be
tied closely to the reward mechanism for the agent to behave respond similarly to humans.

We then introduced the information from Data Science as we had to human designers,
by embedding the new information in gridworld. We also varied the perceived importance
of that information. We found at the right level of perceived importance; the agent
produced artefacts similar to human designers. The agent also produced artefacts with
characteristics that were not considered by human designers.

This thus proved that representations that designers make of the problem in early
stages of the design process can be mimicked artificially. We achieved this by maintaining
fidelity between information presented to the agent and the designer concretely and
maintaining fidelity between task of the designer and the agent abstractly. This experiment
also produced usable and credible artefacts/designs that were not considered by human
designers. Therefore, this empirically proves the value of having an artificial designer to
aid the real designers in early stages of design process.

From this experiment, we also empirically identified desirable behaviors needed in an
RL agent to solve abstract problems where information/rewards do not simplistically lead
to a goal.
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Summary

Recent work on big data or Data Science in domains where system level data is available,
mostly examine the usage of data to provide services to users themselves and for better
prediction of future uses. They are mostly examples from urban analytics, where trajec-
tories and movements of entities are used to give real-time information to control room
operators of transport systems. However, there is little work on how this information can
be used for long-term planning and how such planning would look like. Furthermore,
while there are scientific contributions that examine the use of such big data, there are
fewer still that examine how information - especially information from Data Science - is
used such that it creates knowledge. This is again on a long-term horizon, and not the
same as real-time information. This thesis examined the how humans/experts changed
their understanding. This is valuable, as it allows for abstraction of experts themselves
while preserving the mechanisms of creation of knowledge. This thesis also examined that
process: the process in which similar knowledge was created artificially. While there is
plenty of recent work, that looks specifically at how AI can perform with supreme ability
in playing known, deterministic games. But this thesis investigated how AI can perform in
games that have loose boundaries and structures, that are similar to context that humans
create for themselves when they are thinking strategically.

The contributions in this thesis are threefold: we identified that for design in systems,
where data is confirmed to represent systems faithfully, it is possible to completely answer
questions with Data Science, thus setting a precedent for automation with Data Science
for certain tasks during design. When there are parts of system that are unclear, data
unavailable or problems ill-defined, Data Science can uniquely inform designing, but with
mediation from an expert in that context. This sets grounds for interaction between
human and data for designing. Design behaviors in early stage of design process can be
mimicked artificially by using data and that has tremendous value for designing in systems,
by coming up with options that are considered by designers, thus enriching the search
space.





Chapter 6

Conclusions

Designing transformations in systems is a difficult, uncommon, cognitive activity. Rep-
resentations of systems have evolved from static models depicting physical attributes of
system to multi-level, multi-perspective, detailed and playable simulations that are able to
represent the system and its sub-systems. Availability of data from the system itself makes
it possible to be in sync with, to witness and directly influence the system itself, going
a few steps beyond the current state of art. In this thesis, I have investigated how Data
Science can create knowledge for designing in systems.

To that end, I examined the degree of fidelity between the actual system and data ema-
nating from systems and approaches to bridge that gap. I also uncovered the mechanisms
by which information from Data Science is incorporated into designers’ representations of
the system. I used this understanding to mimic the function of design cognition, by having
an agent build similar representations through Reinforcement Learning. This proves that
an artificial designer can aid designers in exploring the search space, by ensuring diversity
of choices in a manner of designers themselves.

The research questions formulated in this thesis explore how knowledge could be
created by Data Science for design in systems. I answered these research questions through
case studies in a systemic context, by observing practitioners in their tasks, with Data
Science as input and designs as output of those tasks. I then reflected on methods in Data
Science that ingested similar information, had designs as output, thus having implications
for use of data for long-term design and decision making.

6.1 Reflections on Research Methodology in Data Science

The research methodology in Data Science as discussed in chapter 2 had evolved so far to
completely cater to artificial systems and is borrowed to also work in other systems. This
has not always been the right fit, with problems arising in incorrect and contradictory
comparisons. In this thesis, we formulated a framework from system science in which
Data Science can be applied. As a system gets more complex and is more a combination
of natural, social and artificial/man-made elements, most information and knowledge are
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dispersed. It is necessary to do empirical work, using qualitative methods, to understand
a stakeholder network, goals and formulate metrics for any Data Science application to
make a substantial impact. This is especially true if a problem is ill-defined.

Making and automating systems to enhance themselves through self-regulating metrics
is being achieved, again in artificial systems. When it comes to doing the same in complex
systems, there is usually a person/body in charge of the same. The role of Data Science
becomes similar to other decision / design tools that came before i.e. to support the
person/body by enhancing their understanding of the system itself in unique ways, so
they are able to make good designs. Most of the support tools/methods are domain specific
or problem specific. Data Science is in a unique position of always being interdisciplinary
and tackling this is a distinct challenge. The interface of method-domain and method-
problem are crucial ones as the input and output of one need to be understandable in the
other. It is therefore necessary to formulate that beforehand. In this thesis, I have done so
in all our case studies. Wherever the dominant thinking and medium of was in terms of
text, I used text data and methods from NLP to support decision making (case study 3).
In case study 2, the dominant mode of planning and design were maps, so the methods
we used from ML were for GIS data. When the crucial point of information was in time
series, that is how the output was formulated for case study 5.

I extended this idea of interfaces not only to combination of methods from ML and
AI that deal with structure in data and how data can reliably achieve replicable results that
can be validated against ground truth, but also with how they can be used to interface the
form of representations that people think in for a particular problem. I did this especially
in case study 2.

6.2 Reflections on Use of Data for Design in Systems

Data/AI for designing systems in many situations, not only supporting decisions but
making decisions is already being done in complex systems (Kleinberg et al., 2017) These
have had unintended results as a consequence of not thinking through what the data means
and how it should be used. The ethical argument for or against such use is out of scope of
this thesis. However, from my work in this thesis, I did empirically discover that humans
are, of course capable of thinking in parameters and related problems. This leads humans
to constantly change representations of the problem quickly and try different options
that might satisfy constraints. They also impromptu decide and switch which of these
constraints are more important to satisfy. There are many methods within Data Science
and certainly in other disciplines that can find optimal solutions to specific well-defined
problems. But that is not scientifically required. In complex systems, there are multiple
perspectives and solutions and it is more important socially to explore and then have
consensus on what that solution is. In fact, in practice, optimal solutions are often used
as suggestions to justify decisions that have been taken. It is therefore contradictory to
claim that Data Science can come up with designs that are best suited, better informed
than those that humans can create. Thus, the use of data, the meaning of the data in such
contexts come to fore. It is therefore more accurate to state that data does generate more
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views of a system for humans designing to consider.

6.2.1 Implications of Use of Data for Design in Systems

From the work in this thesis, we discovered that Data Science can produce options for
design generated through data that designers themselves were not be capable of perceiving.
Designers did understand that this not “the” solution to the problem but a unique option.
They incorporated this in further representations that they made. The validity of the
input from Data Science was important in making it believable and usable. In case study
3 however, validity of input from Data Science was not enough to make the input inter-
pretable and therefore not completely usable. I realized there is tension between validity
and interpretability of inputs from Data Science. Therefore, to support designing in
systems, it is necessary to balance both. By providing input in a similar format as designers
think in, conducive for that information to be incorporated in designers’ representations,
it is possible to extend designers’ representation. Thus, data hence create knowledge
in humans by changing their representations through information generated from data.
While this might not be as a visible optimal solution, it is certainly more philosophically
consistent.

6.2.2 Implications for Artificial Imitation of Design Cognition

The state-of-the-art approaches to imitations of human thinking rests on exhibiting abilities
similar to humans. That could mean catching a ball or understanding the context and
opening a door or playing games. While this might work for something that is physically
achievable or for well-defined problems such as games, it is not the best approach for
imitating uncommon and difficult cognitive activity, such as designing, that is not yet
completely understood. In this thesis, we extended our understanding of how humans
play with representations in the process of designing in systems. After supporting such
representations, we tried to imitate the creation of those representations itself. We did that
using state-of-the-art approaches in RL, but not by imitating the structure of the mind, but
by imitating how information is processed by a designer. By explicitly filtering behavior
in RL that matches expert behavior of a designer, we were able to find representations
that were similar to those made by designers. This implies that data can not only be
used to support designers but also for designing itself. There are of course boundaries for
how much design can be created with data using methods from AI and these lie again in
problem definitions, that can only be defined by humans.

6.3 Future Work

For future work, I would like to extend the use of data for design in systems for domains
other than transport and for more cases in healthcare. Formulations of simulation games
in systems engineering could be extended to formulations of games within RL , where
agents could play the roles people do. This opens an entire research field, with open
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questions in game – environment formulations, role of rewards and the interpretations of
symbolic outcome of these games rather than deterministic ones.
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